Title: A RESOLUTION REGARDING THE PURCHASE OF HCSA iPADS

Whereas: The Housing Center Student Association (hereafter HCSA) consistently hosts events wherein digital communication would be useful and valuable to both volunteers and volunteer managers; and,

Whereas: HCSA must have participants fill out waivers for nearly all participative events; and,

Whereas: HCSA is required to keep waivers from events held for a full seven years for legal purposes, and holding physical waivers for seven total years is a large waste of valuable HCSA conference room space; and,

Whereas: HCSA also regularly participates in interest events and other events wherein passersbys are asked to complete some digital action (fill out a survey, fill out interest inventory, provide contact information, etc.); and,

Whereas: The HCSA capital improvement fund has remained untouched in three years despite being dedicated to improvements such as the purchase of new technology; and,

Whereas: The OU IT Store sells a 16GB Apple iPad Air 2 for $480.00; and,

Whereas: A reputable, strong Apple iPad Air case which would shield the iPad from both regular usage and intense activity costs about $80.00; and,

Whereas: Tax in the State of Oklahoma including Cleveland County taxes come to 8.5%; and,

Whereas: HCSA would require two iPads in order to satisfy the amount of demands on the iPads during peak usage time.

LET IT THEREFORE BE RESOLVED THAT:

Section 1: The Housing Center Student Association General Council apportions $1,300.00 from the HCSA Capital Improvement fund towards the purchase of two new Apple iPad Air 2s (16 GB model) and two cases to protect these investments. See this link for explanation of budget.

Section 2: Receipts for this purchase be provided to appropriate staff throughout the Housing and Food department.

Section 2: Proof of appropriate spending of funds be demonstrated to the HCSA General Council during a future General Council via a demonstration of the capabilities of the iPad as a resource for HCSA.

Section 3: Copies of this resolution shall be sent to the following:

Dave Annis, Director of Housing and Food Services
Diane Brittingham, Director of Residence Life
Brian Rock, Assistant Director of Residence Life and HCSA Adviser
Samantha Raines, HCSA Graduate Adviser
Lyndsay Tabor, HCSA Graduate Adviser
Jeremiah Stinnett, HCSA President

Author(s) of the bill: Evan White
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